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Overview
A bit more than 5 months have passed since the launch of CoinMooner and we 
continue to expand during this time and constantly evolve. In the first 2 months, we 
managed to achieve great success and build a well-known brand in the crypto 
community. In as little as 3 months, according to the Cloudflare data, we went from 0 
to 1 million unique users per month and currently averaging 25 000 - 60 000 unique 
visitors daily. 


Constantly developing new features, implementing new ideas and partnerships. We 
are not going to stop and there are many ambitious plans that we would like to 
share with you so that you could become a part of our success and we could go 
towards achieving new goals together!


We are a hard-working team based in the Netherlands with experience in large scale 
projects. CoinMooner was developed with love and we care about its reputation. Our 
core team has 4 people, however, we have more than 15 people all over the world 
helping us to be progressive and effective in the rapidly growing crypto niche. 


CoinMooner token will have utility and many real use cases on our platform as well 
as it will be a safe investment. More information about tokenomics and CoinMooner 
goals can be found in the roadmap below.


It’s CoinMooner! — and it was made for Mooning! 
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Why you should choose 
$MOONER

Coinmooner is a well-known brand with a reputation and trust among the crypto 
community. Moreover, it offers great value for investors due to the fact that it has a 
built-in rewarding mechanism and thoroughly planned tokenomics. Apart from auto 
rewards to the holders from each transaction, there will be additional benefits:

Holders with more than 50 000 tokens will qualify for a 20% discount on ads on the 
CoinMooner website;


NFT platform with the possibility to buy and sell NFT’s;


Entertainment that will include different games and gambling.

CoinMooner is running media and advertising 24/7 on several platforms including 
CoinMooner itself. We target people with a high interest in crypto-related projects 
which in fact undoubtedly will provide huge value for CoinMooner in the long term 
and will boost the value of the project in general.


Our token will be checked by Tech Audit and the results will be added to the white 
paper making this token fully transparent without a chance to do the rupgull. 
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Road Map

Advertisements of our token on our platform

Marketing Campaign

Contract Deployment and Technical Audit

Presale

Listing on Pancakeswap

I
2021 - Q4

II
2022 - Q1

Listing on Pancakeswap

10 000+ coins listed

Promotion discounts for MOONER holders

Listing on CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko

New exchange listings

GameFi listing

Scam alerts

III
2022 - Q2

Further expansion of CoinMooner platform

Development of games for MOONER token

Gambling

NFT Platform

GIGA-Marketing

New partnerships with other projects

IV
2022 - Q3

Launchpad development

Crypto news magazine

SEO, additional traffic sources

To be announced…
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Tokenomics
Token Name: 
Symbol: 

CoinMooner

$MOONER

Total Supply: 54,000,000

Tokens for Private sale: 
Tokens for Presale: 

Tokens for Pancakeswap LP: 


of funds collected on Presale will go to Pancakeswap Liquidity.

12,000,000

21,000,000

14,700,000
70% 

Tokens for marketing and development purposes - 10% (Locked for 2 years. The sum 
will be split in 50 parts and transferred to the wallet 2 times per month within the 
period of 2 years.) 

12%
4%
2%
3%
3%

 Tax on each Buy/Sell Transaction

 Distributed to MOONER holders

 Auto Burn

 Development & Marketing

 Added to Liquidity

Liquidity Locked for 2 years

Presale:

Minimum buy:

 Soft Cap 300 BNB & Hard Cap 600 BNB


 0.01 BNB / Maximum buy: 3 BNB

Presale Price = Pancakeswap price


: 1 BNB = 35 000 $MOONERPrice
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Token audit
Read full audit: https://coinmooner.com/mooner-audit.pdf
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Socials
Contract page - Coming together with an audit


Telegram chat - 

Website - 

Twitter - 

TikTok - Coming soon


YouTube - Coming soon

https://t.me/CoinMooner


https://coinmooner.com


https://twitter.com/CoinmoonerCom/



